LEARN & PLAY
HEBREW BUNDLE
FOR ALL AGES

✓ Selected chapters of talking Bible ✓ Reading
✓ Writing ✓ Speaking
✓ Calendars ✓ Numbers
✓ Scenes ✓ Tutorials
✓ Clock ✓ Names ✓ Testing

Introducing: Hebrew World, the newly made, hottest CD-ROM on the market. Utilizing advanced phonetic concepts, this interactive program is ideal for children, yet sophisticated enough for
the US embassy staff in Tel Aviv. Hebrew World is entertaining, intriguing and enlightening. Loaded with beautiful graphics, sounds and music, it is the friendliest, most effective Hebrew program you have ever seen! Created by Dr. Danny Ben-Gigi, former head of Hebrew Programs at Arizona State University.

Introducing: Speakatronary, the Hebrew Speaking Picture Dictionary
THE BEST COMPANION TO ANY
HEBREW PROGRAM THAT YOU MAY HAVE
* Easy to use, elegant, friendly, and fun for
children and adults alike. * Hebrew and
English alphabetical order in 30 useful
categories such as: Directions, animals, art,
computer, holidays, time expressions, Bible
books and many more. * This exciting
program includes Hebrew, English and
transliteration for every picture. * Choose
the voice you wish to hear - man's, woman's
or child's voice. * Learn thousands of words
with fine picture & superb sound quality.

Both Hebrew World and Speakatronary
are Windows and
MAC OS X compatible

Special Bundle
Save $40.00!
Only: $69.95
www.hebrewworld.com
1-800-998-5698

The Great Bible Bundle

Hebrew/English Transliterated Bible: 4000 pages, line-by-line, Hebrew, English and transliteration of the whole Bible! + FREE MP3 CD with the whole Bible narrated! Tanach Plus: Bilingual Hebrew English Bible with complete concordance and amazing Gematria tools. Allows you to see both the Hebrew and English texts as you listen to the narration. Reading the Bible in Hebrew: A great tutorial of Genesis chapters, 2 reading speeds - normal & slow. Psalms Favorites Meditation CD: 22 soft & meditative chapters narrated + Psalm 23 sung + more. Songs of the Torah: the best collection of award winning Biblical famous songs.

Only: $89.95